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SECTION ‘A’ 

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) – (M.C.Qs.)  
 

 

NOTE: i) This section consists of 20 part questions and all are to be answered. 

   Each question carries one mark. 

ii) Do not copy the part questions in your answerscript. Write only the answer in full against the proper 

number of the question and its part. 

iii) The code of your question paper is to be written in bold letters in the beginning of the answerscript. 
 
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options: 

 
 

i) In the play, ‘Hostile Witness’, the culprit was: 

 * Edmond Charlton * Stevens  * Manning * Norman Charlton 
 

ii) At the time of independence, the  population of Pakistan was: 

* forty million  * fifty million * seventy million * eighty million  
 

iii) Wordsworth believes that Lucy Gray has become the part of : 

* storm  * nature  * life  * moor 

iv) The theme of the poem ‘The Lay of the Last Minstrel’ is: 

* socialism   * favouritism * patriotism * nationalism 
 

v) The ship Birkenhead left for: 

 * Rome  * Spain  * Cape Town * Berlin 
 

vi) During the Second World War, the Indian National Congress started the: 

 

 *    war for freedom    *       war for separation  

 * civil disobedience movement   *  struggle for provincial autonomy 
 

vii) Napoleon Bonaparte was the emperor of: 

* Spain  * France  * Germany  * England 
 

viii) ‘never to break bread in the house of a deadly enemy’ is a/an: 

* French custom * Spanish custom  * Arab custom * English custom 
 

ix) At the time of her death, Amalie wanted to listen: 

* Lucy’s solitary song    * to pop music   

* the family death music   * the whistling of wind 
 

x) ‘An eye for an eye’ and ‘a tooth for a tooth’ are the words of: 

* Albert   * Beauchamp  * Morrel   * the Count of Monte Cristo 

 

xi) A sonnet is a poem of: 

*  12 lines   * 14 lines   * 16 lines  * 18 lines 

 

xii) The Count of Monte Cristo lived in: 

 *       Normandy   *  Champs Elysees * Rue du Helder  *   Yorkshire  
 

xiii) ‘Under the Greenwood Tree’ is a song from: 

* As You Like It * Macbeth  * Othello   * Julius Caesar 
 

xiv) Prof. Henry Corrie was a symbol of: 

* love   * friendship  * destruction * dedication 
 

xv) In the poem ‘Lucy Gray’, Lucy faced: 

* earthquake   * flood  * lightning * storm 
 

xvi) In the poem ‘Upon Westminster Bridge’, William Wordsworth is expressing the: 

 * snowfall   * tsunami   * dawn of the day * nightmare 
 

xvii) King John was impressed by the shepherd’s: 

 * heroism   *     beauty   * wit  * courage 
 

xviii) According to Oliver Goldsmith, a country’s pride is its: 

* industry   *     peasantry   * politics   * economy  
 

xix) At the time of opening bank account, the author of ‘My Bank Account’ Stephen Leacock was: 

* relaxed  * ridiculous * happy  * frightened 
 

xx) The object of science is to find out the: 

 * beauty  * fiction  * art  * truth 

---------------xxxxxxxxxx--------------- 

 

 

Write this Code No. in the Answerscript. 

The correct answers are 
highlighted in red colour. 


